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Abstract 
Recently proposed beaconless georouting algorithms are fully reactive, with nodes 

forwarding packets without prior knowledge of their neighbors. However, existing 

approaches for recovery from local minima can either not guarantee delivery or they 

require the exchange of complete neighborhood information. 

We describe two general methods which enable completely reactive face routing with 

guaranteed delivery. The Beaconless Forwarder Planarization (BFP) scheme finds correct 

edges of a local planar subgraph at the forwarder node without hearing from all 

neighbors. Face routing then continues properly. Angular Relaying determines directly 

the next hop of a face traversal. Both schemes are based on the Select and Protest 

principle. Neighbors respond according to a delay function, but only if there is no other 

neighbor within their forbidden region. Protest messages are used to correct occasionally 

wrong selections by neighbors that are not in the planar subgraph. 

We show that a correct beaconless planar subgraph construction is not possible 

without protests. We also show the impact of the chosen planar subgraph construction on 

the message complexity. This leads to the definition of the Circlunar Neighborhood 

Graph (CNG), a new proximity graph that enables BFP with a bounded number of 

messages in the worst case, which is not possible when using the Gabriel graph (GG). 

The CNG is sparser than the GG, but this does not lead to performance degradation. 

Simulation results show similar message complexities in the average case when using 

CNG and GG. 

Angular relaying uses a delay function that is based on the angular distance to the 

previous hop. We develop a theoretical framework for delay functions and show both 

theoretically and in simulations that with a function of angle and distance we can reduce 

the number of protests by a factor of 2 in comparison to a simple angle-based delay 

function. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of a large number of heterogeneous nodes 

called sensors. The operation of sensors enables the distributed sensing of physical 

phenomenon. When a sensor detects an event it forms a packet to be delivered to one or a 

subset of selected information sinks, also known as actors. The sensor forwards the 

packet to a neighbor node selected according to an intelligent criteria and sends the 

packet to that node. The goal is to guarantee delivery of all packets so that no 

acknowledgements are necessary. 

Geographic routing [10], [11], [16] forms a specific class of routing protocols which 

requires that each network node is able to determine its coordinates by means of a 

location system like GPS or relative positioning based on signal strength estimation [19]. 

Each routing step requires knowledge about the location of the message's final 

destination. When the destination location is not known in advance, it has to be requested 

by using a location service [28] which provides a mapping from node addresses to their 

physical locations. 

The majority of geographic routing protocols enable message forwarding in a 

localized manner, i.e. deciding the next routing hop is based solely on a constant amount 

of information stored in the message, and the location of the current node, its neighbors, 

and the message's final destination. Localized routing protocols can further be classified 

regarding their delivery guarantees. Guaranteed delivery refers to the ability of 

successfully forwarding a message from source to destination. The definition requires 

that source and destination are connected by at least one path in the network and that we 

have an idealized MAC layer where messages are not lost during any forwarding step. 

Elementary geographic routing algorithms employ the greedy routing principle by 

sending the message to the neighbor node which locally looks best regarding the 

destination position and the metric being optimized [31], [10]. For each localized greedy 
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routing variant the message may end up in a node that has to drop the message in order to 

prevent a routing loop. Dropping a message might be necessary even though a path exists 

from source to destination node. On the other hand, if successful the majority of greedy 

routing algorithms produce routing paths with a weight that is comparable to the weight 

of the shortest possible path. For this reason greedy routing is often applied in 

combination with a recovery strategy which is responsible for handling the message as 

long as greedy routing fails. 

Planar graph routing which is also referred as face routing [4], [21], [23] is the most 

prominent recovery strategy preserving the stateless property of geographic greedy 

routing mechanisms. The basic idea is to planarize the network graph in a localized 

manner and to forward a message along one or possibly a sequence of adjacent faces 

which are providing progress towards the destination node. 

Beaconless georouting algorithms follow the principle of geographic routing, where a 

message is routed to the location of the destination instead of a network address. It is 

based on the assumptions that each node can determine its own geographic position and 

that the source knows the geographic position of the destination. The use of position data 

enables routing without routing tables or prior route discovery. Conventional geographic 

routing algorithms use two basic forwarding principles: greedy forwarding and face 

routing. Greedy forwarding selects a neighboring node that minimizes the distance to the 

target. This strategy fails in case of a local minimum, i.e. if no neighboring node is closer 

to the destination. Then, face routing can be used in order to recover from this situation. 

During recovery the message is routed along the incident face of the communication 

graph using the right-hand rule until a position is found that is closer to the destination 

than the last local minimum. Face traversals work only on a planar subgraph, otherwise 

the crossing edges might cause a routing loop. Therefore, a local planarization strategy is 

needed which would determine the edges of a planar subgraph. 

1.2 Existing Solutions and Motivation 

1.2.1 Beaconless Routing 
Conventional geographic routing algorithms rely on the position information of their 

1-hop neighbors. This information can be gathered by a periodic exchange of beacon 
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messages. Beaconless routing algorithms attempt to avoid this message exchange and 

provide a completely reactive routing. This approach is also referred to as stateless 

position-based beaconless routing, location-aware contention-based forwarding or 

volunteer forwarding. The basic principle of beaconless forwarding is the following. The 

forwarder, i.e. the node that currently holds the packet, broadcasts it to its neighbors. The 

nodes within the forwarder's transmission range receive the packet, but only the nodes in 

the forwarding area are eligible for forwarding it further (see Fig. 1.1). The fundamental 

property of the forwarding area is that it consists of a set of sensor nodes that can 

mutually communicate with each other. The nodes within the forwarding area are called 

candidates. The most suitable candidate is determined by a contention mechanism: After 

receiving the packet, each candidate starts a timer. The timer is determined by a delay 

function that favors the most promising node, e.g., the node closest to the destination has 

the shortest timeout. This node forwards the packet again, when its timer expires. The 

other candidates notice that the packet is re-transmitted and cancel their timers. This 

strategy follows the greedy principle, because it always uses locally optimal decisions. 

y ^ / ^"""v^ progress area 

/ \ ' -'' *° \ 

\ \ '----r- forwarding area 

Fig. 1.1. Forwarder (S), candidate (C) and destination (D). 

1.2.2 Beaconless Recovery Problem 

As greedy routing fails in case of a local minimum, a recovery strategy is needed to 

provide guaranteed delivery. The preferred recovery method for conventional geographic 

routing algorithms is the face traversal on a planar subgraph, which is constructed from 

the neighborhood information. But for beaconless protocols the full knowledge of the 

neighborhood is not available a priori. Instead, a part of this knowledge has to be gained 

by exchanging messages, if it is not implicitly given by the location of the nodes. 
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1.3 Objectives 

The first objective of this thesis is to introduce two novel solutions to the beaconless 

recovery problem and to combine known beaconless greedy routing with the proper 

beaconless recovery technique which would result in a routing algorithm with guaranteed 

delivery. 

We can identify two questions related to the beaconless recovery problem, the answer 

to which is the key to guaranteed delivery: 

1. How to construct a local planar subgraph on the fly? 

2. How to determine the next edge of a planar subgraph traversal? 

The beaconless recovery problem has to be solved reactively and with as few 

messages as possible. Existing approaches use a reactive message exchange in which all 

neighbors are involved in the worst case. This raises the question whether we can reduce 

this message overhead. Thus the second objective concerns achieving a significant 

message reduction in comparison to conventional protocols that rely on beaconing. 

1.4 Contributions 

In this thesis we answer the questions formulated in section 1.3 and provide new 

solutions for both variants of the beaconless recovery problem. We introduce the 

Beaconless Forwarder Planarization (BFP) which is a generalization of the recovery 

mode operation in the Guaranteed Delivery Beaconless Forwarding (GDBF) framework 

[5], [6] (see section 2.2.2.3). The BFP first constructs an approximation of the planar 

subgraph and then eliminates the nodes which are not neighbors in a planar subgraph. We 

use proximity graphs such as Gabriel graph and relative neighborhood graph for the 

planar subgraph construction because edges in these graphs can be determined locally. 

We propose the Circlunar Neighborhood Graph (CNG), a planar proximity graph that can 

be constructed with less messages than the Gabriel graph and that has a better 

connectivity than the relative neighborhood graph. The second novel solution of the 

beaconless recovery problem is Angular Relaying, which first tries to find the next 

neighbor of a right-hand face traversal and then switches to another neighbor, if the 

selected neighbor is not adjacent in the planar Gabriel subgraph. 
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To carry out the above mentioned experiments we have developed simulation 

software with the following functionality: 

1. Random unit disc graph (UDG) generation with the given initial parameters 

(number of nodes, average density). 

2. Greedy-face-greedy routing for the given number of random UDGs. In the 

recovery mode one of the following algorithms can be used: routing with 

Beaconless Forwarder Planarization (BFP) on GG, CNG or RNG; Angular 

Relaying on GG with sweep line; Angular Relaying on GG with semi-circle 

sweep curve. 

3. Graphical and tabular representation of simulation results. Simulation results 

summary output. 

This thesis is adapted from the paper [21] which has been accepted for publication in 

Proceedings of the 27th Conference on Computer Communications (IEEE INFOCOM 

2008). 

1.5 Assumptions 

We assume that nodes are aware of their own position by means of GPS, or any other 

positioning service [19]. Furthermore, there is a mechanism that enables the source to 

detect accurately enough the destination node's position. But, opposed to conventional 

position-based routing algorithms described in Chapter 2, no beaconing mechanism is 

used to provide nodes with topological information about their neighbors. Furthermore, 

there are two system-wide parameters, which are assumed to be known by all the nodes. 

Maximum delay tmax indicates the maximum delay a packet can experience per hop, and a 

maximum transmission radius r. The network is modeled with the unit disk graph where 

nodes may communicate directly if their distance is smaller than the fixed r. As a 

consequence, all links are bidirectional and antennas are omni directional. The node 

density is expressed in terms of average number of neighbors per node, d. 

We have simulated the algorithms presented in this thesis in the connected networks 

assuming an ideal MAC layer without collisions, and unit disc graph model with possible 

void areas. We assume that the nodes are placed in the Euclidian plane. 
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a review of literature on 

beaconless geographic routing with guaranteed delivery in wireless sensor networks. 

Chapter 3 describes the Beaconless Forwarder Planarization algorithm. Chapter 4 

describes proximity graphs and beaconless graph construction that will be used in this 

thesis. Chapter 5 proposes Circlunar Neighborhood graph. Chapter 6 describes the 

angular relaying algorithm. In Chapter 7, simulation results are presented followed by 

conclusion in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Geographic Routing 

2.1.1 Greedy Forwarding Strategies 

In a localized geographic routing scheme, forwarder S, currently holding the message, 

is aware only about the position of its neighbours within the transmission radius and 

destination D (Fig. 2.1). 

Various localized protocols have been proposed. Takagi and Kleinrock [32] proposed 

the first position-based routing scheme, based on the notion of progress. Given a 

transmitting node S, the progress of a node A is defined as the projection onto the line 

connecting S and D. In the Most Forward within Radius (MFR) scheme [32], the packet 

is forwarded to a neighbour whose progress is maximal (e.g., node B in Fig. 2.1). Nelson 

and Kleinrock also discussed a random progress method (choosing at random one of the 

nodes with progress, and adjusting the transmission radius to reach that node), arguing 

that there is a trade-off between progress and transmission success. Hou and Li discussed 

the Nearest Forward Progress (NFP) method (selecting node N in Fig. 2.1). 

Finn [10] proposed the greedy routing scheme based on geographic distance. S selects 

neighbouring node A (Fig. 2.1) that is closest to the destination among its neighbours. 

Only neighbours closer to the destination than S are considered. Otherwise, there is a lack 

of advance, and the method fails. A variant of this method is called the Geographic 

Distance Routing (GEDIR) scheme [30]. In this variant, all neighbours are considered, 

and the message is dropped if the best choice for a current node is to return the message 

to the node the message came from (stoppage criterion indicating lack of advance). The 

Nearest Closer (NC) method was proposed in [31] (node N in Fig. 2.1). In the compass 

routing method (also referred to as the DIR method) proposed by Kranakis, Singh, and 

Urrutia (e.g., [30]), the message is forwarded to neighbour C (Fig. 2.1), such that direction 

SC is closest to direction SD (i.e., the angle ZCSD is minimized). 
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Fig. 2.1. S selects A in Greedy, B in MFR, C in compass routing (DIR), N in NFP. 

The MFR and greedy/GEDIR methods, in most cases, provide the same path to the 

destination and are loop-free [30]. The hop count for the DIR method is somewhat higher 

than for the greedy scheme, while the success rate is similar. 

All methods have high delivery rates for dense communication networks, and low 

delivery rates for sparse networks (about half the messages at average degrees below 4 

are not delivered) [30]. When successful, hop counts of greedy and MFR methods nearly 

match the performance of the shortest path algorithm. The DIR method, and any other 

method that includes forwarding the message to a neighbour with closest direction, are 

not loop-free (see [30] for counterexample and references). 

2.1.2 Recovery Strategies 

All greedy routing approaches work well in dense networks, where there is always a 

neighbor with advance to destination. If this is not the case and the greedy algorithm 

faces a local minimum, delivery can only be guaranteed, if a recovery from that situation 

is possible. Recovery strategies have been developed for geographic routing algorithms 

(see [12], [7] for a survey) and many of them are based on face traversals using a planar 

subgraph. 

The basic idea of planar graph routing is to forward a message along the interiors of a 

sequence of adjacent faces which are providing progress towards the destination node. 

Exploration of a single face can be done in a localized way by applying the well known 

left or right hand rule. Message forwarding according to the left hand rule is similar to 

sending the message along the edge which is lying next in counter-clockwise direction 
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from the previous visited edge. The right hand rule in contrast sends the message to the 

edge lying next in clockwise direction. 

When used as a recovery mechanism for a greedy routing failure, planar graph 

routing may return to greedy routing whenever it encounters a node - this may either be 

the current message receiver or one of its neighbours - whose distance to the destination 

is smaller than the distance between the destination and the greedy failure node. 

2.1.3 Planar Subgraph Constructions 

In general, an arbitrary wireless sensor network graph is not planar. A non-planar 

graph contains crossing edges which may cause a routing loop during recovery. The 

planar subgraph is necessary for the recovery strategy to be loop free. Thus, before 

recovery from greedy routing failure can take place, a planar graph construction 

mechanism has to be applied in advance. 

Prominent subgraph constructions are the Gabriel graph (GG) [14] and the Relative 

Neighborhood Graph (RNG) [20], but also localized variants of the Delaunay 

triangulation have been proposed [15], [24], [26]. 

u# *v u# *v \ y^ 

w 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2.2. Planar graph construction based on (a) Gabriel graph, (b) relative neighborhood graph, 
and (c) Delaunay triangulation. 

Gabriel graph (GG) [14] - A node u preserves all outgoing edges («,v) which satisfy 

that the circle C{u,v) with diameter \uv\ contains no other neighbor node than v (see Fig. 

2.2(a)). 

Relative neighborhood graph (RNG) [20] - A node u preserves all outgoing edges 

(w,v) which satisfy that the intersection of the circles with center u, center v, and radii 

\uv\ contains no other node than v (see Fig. 2.2(b)). 
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Localized Delaunay triangulation (LDT) [15], [24], [26] - Each node computes the 

Delaunay triangulation on its own neighbor set. The Delaunay triangulation in general 

contains all triangles which satisfy that the circle passing through the triangle end points 

does not contain any other node (see Fig. 2.2(c)). From the subset of outgoing Delaunay 

edges each node preserves all outgoing edges which are preserved by the node on the 

other edge end point as well. 

Notice that, unlike Gabriel graph and RNG, Delaunay triangulation of a set of nodes 

cannot be constructed in a localized manner, i.e. it requires 2-hop information. This 

construct is given only as an example of planar graph construct. In this thesis we use the 

planar constructs that require 1-hop neighborhood information only. 

2.2 Beaconless Routing 

2.2.1 Beaconless Forwarding 

Conventional geographic routing strategies generally make three major assumptions. 

Usually the sender node is assumed to be aware of the geographic position of itself, the 

destination node position, as well as the position of all its 1-hop neighbors. The first 

assumption is fulfilled by the cheap GPS-receivers available at each sensor node. The 

second assumption is achieved by applying one of the existing location services [28]. 

Finally, the last assumption is granted by the periodic beaconing that each active sensor 

node must participate in. 

The main advantage of any beaconless routing scheme is its operation in the absence 

of knowledge about the immediate neighborhood, i.e. the absence of the periodic beacon 

messages. In beaconless protocols the forwarder node can make a next hop routing 

decision without periodical advertisement of each neighboring nodes' positions using 

small beacon messages. The forwarder doesn't need to know anything about the 

existence or positions of its neighbors. One obvious advantage of this approach is the use 

of the actual current positions of all neighbouring nodes instead of the last known cached 

values. This increases routing accuracy and robustness against the topological changes in 

the communication network. The other advantage is the absence of the additional load 

which the beacon messages impose on the network traffic. 
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The second distinctive property of the beaconless routing schemes is the implicit 

neighbor selection by contention. Each neighbor is aware of a specific delay function and 

when it receives a packet, either control or data, it can start a timer. When the timer 

expires the neighbor can make a deterministic decision on whether to respond with 

another control packet, or rebroadcast the data packet, or remain quiet. The details differ 

depending on the specific protocols. 

The timer delay function controls the next hop and its selection may be based on 

different criteria, like distance to the destination, remaining energy, load, previous usage, 

fault rate, random values, or some combination of these. The basic criteria for the timer 

function are: 1) it should select a good forwarder (e. g., based on the progress), and 2) it 

should differentiate the length of times at the different nodes in order to avoid 

simultaneous or almost simultaneous selection. 

The concept of a forwarding area is another important notion used in beaconless 

geographic routing. A forwarding area consists of a set of sensor nodes that can mutually 

communicate with each other. Forwarding areas are described using geographical 

constraints, such that a node can determine whether it belongs to a forwarding area or not 

using only available location information. Using only the nodes in the forwarding area 

the beaconless routing scheme can avoid unnecessary packet acknowledgements; it can 

also limit the set of possible next-hop candidates to neighbours with positive advance to 

destination. 

There are three reasonable possibilities for the selection of the forwarding area: a 60° 

sector which covers the largest area of all; a circle with diameter r (transmission range) 

which contains more nodes that make big progress toward the target; and a Reuleaux 

triangle [13] with a width of r which contain fewer nodes close to the forwarder (see Fig. 

2.3) 
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, progress area 

>D 

1 forwarding areas 

Fig. 2.3. Forwarding areas: 60° sector, Reuleaux triangle (shaded), and circle. 

Assuming that each node in the network is aware of the specific forwarding area 

description and the specific timer delay function, the basic steps of the beaconless routing 

algorithm can be described as follows [33]: 

1. Node S broadcasts the packet. 

2. All neighbouring nodes receive the packet. Nodes outside the forwarding area 

discard the packet right away. 

3. All nodes in the forwarding area start a timer, if the destination has not been 

reached. 

4. The first node where the timer expires continues with 1. 

A specific algorithm must define which forwarding area is used, how to either 

guarantee that the forwarding area is not empty or apply a recovery strategy in case of 

failure, and the duration of the timers. 

2.2.1.1 Beacon-Less Routing 
Beacon-Less Routing (BLR) [17] algorithm starts in Basic mode, in which the 

packets are forwarded using one of the greedy routing strategies, e.g. Greedy or MFR. 

The forwarding area is a 60° sector from the previous node's position towards the 

destination location with the radius equal to transmission range r. Any node in this 

forwarding area calculates a delay based on it's progress to destination. In case BLR is 

based on greedy routing strategy the delay is the decreasing function of the node's 

progress. Thus the node with the smallest delay retransmits the packet first. No 

acknowledgement message is necessary since all nodes in the forwarding sector can 

overhear this retransmission and cancel their timers. When the basic mode fails (i.e. the 
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forwarding sector is empty), the BLR algorithm switches to backup mode which provides 

a fallback mechanism to recover from greedy failure. As soon as the packet arrives at a 

node closer to the destination than where it entered the backup mode, it switches back to 

the basic mode again. 

In request-response backup mode approach the node broadcasts the request message 

and all neighboring nodes respond. This approach is similar to beaconing. In clockwise-

relaying backup mode approach all neighboring nodes introduce a second timer with 

delay based on angle between the node itself, the previous node and the destination node. 

With this delay function any node with forward progress relays the packet before any 

node with backward progress in a clockwise order. After the best candidate retransmits 

the packet, the forwarder has to transmit the STN-packet (Successful Transmission 

Notification) to let other nodes cancel their timers. This approach avoids any beaconing 

mechanism; however it does not guarantee delivery. 

2.2.1.2 Contention-Based Forwarding 
Contention-Based Forwarding (CBF) [13] works in three steps: first, the forwarding 

node transmits the packet to all neighbors. Second, the neighbors compete with each 

other for the right to forward the packet. During this contention period a node determines 

how well it is suited as a next hop for the packet. To do this, each node starts the timer 

with the delay calculated based on the progress represented by the difference between the 

distances from forwarder to destination and from node itself to destination. The node with 

the most progress has the timer with the smallest delay. Finally, the node that wins the 

contention suppresses the other nodes and becomes the next forwarding node. On the 

second step the suppression is needed to avoid packet duplications. Several suppression 

schemes are presented. In the basic suppression scheme the nodes which overhear the 

packet transmission by the contention winner cancel their timers and remain quiet. In the 

area-based suppression scheme further restrictions are applied to the location of the nodes 

which are allowed to participate in the contention period. One variant is to only allow the 

nodes within the Reuleaux triangle [13] in the direction towards destination node (see 

Fig. 2.4). Another variant is to consider the possible candidates within the circle with 

diameter r placed towards the destination (Fig. 2.4). The first variant is preferred since 

the Reuleaux triangle much better covers the area with good forwarding progress. Finally, 
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the active selection of the next hop prevents all forms of packet duplications at the cost of 

additional control messages. This scheme works as follows: the forwarding node 

broadcasts an RTF control packet (Request To Forward) instead of immediately 

broadcasting the packet. All candidate nodes start a progress-based contention timer. 

When the timer expires, the candidate neighbor sends back the CTF packet (Clear To 

Forward). After receiving one (or more) CTF packets the forwarder selects the candidate 

which offers the largest progress towards destination and transmits the packet to this 

node. Thus the forwarding node acts as a central authority deciding which node is 

selected as the next hop. 

/ ^ v , progress area 

.---</ x forwarding area 

Fig. 2.4. Forwarding areas in CBF. Reuleaux triangle is shaded. 

The CBF algorithm does not include the strategy for recovery from the greedy failure 

and thus cannot guarantee packet delivery. 

2.2.1.3 Implicit Geographic Forwarding 
Implicit Geographic Forwarding (IGF) [1] is a combined routing/MAC protocol that 

utilizes beaconless greedy forwarding strategy. Forwarder S starts by sending an ORTS 

packet (open RTS). All potential candidates for packet transmission are located within 

the 60° sector in the direction towards destination. This forwarding area ensures that, 

first, a message is propagated on a progressive path towards destination; and second, that 

every node within this area is capable of hearing one another, to prevent interference 

between candidate nodes. The assumption is that the network density is high enough for 

the forwarding area to be non-empty. Candidates set progress-based CTS_Response 

timer, then the node with the shortest timeout responds with CTS. The timer delay is 

defined as a decreasing function of two parameters: increased distance toward the 
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destination and energy remaining. Other candidates cancel their timers to avoid duplicate 

CTSs. The forwarder sends the packet to the first CTS sender, which is followed by ACK 

message if the packet is received successfully. In case of empty forwarding area the 

forwarding area shift technique is mentioned as the means to recover from local optima. 

However, the details of this technique are omitted, and this technique will not prevent 

possible packet loss, and thus IGF cannot guarantee delivery. 

2.2.1.4 Blind Geographic Routing 
In Blind Geographic Routing (BGR) [33] the forwarding area is an implementation-

dependent choice. When the packet is transmitted the forwarder starts the timer with 

maximum delay and waits for neighbour replies. Each neighbour in the forwarding area 

starts a contention timer; the timer of the node with the largest progress expires first, and 

that candidate becomes the next forwarder by re-transmitting the packet. If no node 

forwards the packet, the forwarding area is assumed to be empty and up to two different 

retries are performed with forwarding area turned 60° to the left or right. These attempts 

constitute the recovery strategy and if they also fail, the packet is dropped. Thus the 

delivery is not guaranteed. During recovery nodes that are further from the destination 

than the forwarder may reply; the maximum timer delay value is adjusted to include these 

replies into consideration. 

The main innovation of the BGR is a technique to solve the problem of two nodes 

forwarding the packet simultaneously. When this happens, the neighbours of the first 

node start their contention timers, but cancel them right away since they receive the same 

packet from the second node. The second node is deemed the contention winner and thus 

all timers, including recovery timers for both nodes, are cancelled and the packet is never 

re-transmitted. This situation applies when the forwarding areas of both nodes contain the 

same set of neighbours. To solve this problem, the current number of hops is included in 

the packet header. Before cancelling the contention timer every candidate node compares 

the hop count of the received packet to that of the stored packet for which it contends. If 

they are equal, the timer is not cancelled. 
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2.2.1.5 Geographic Random Forwarding 
Geographic Random Forwarding (GeRaF) [35] is based on the assumption that sensor 

nodes have a means to determine their location, and that the positions of the final 

destination and of the transmitting node are included in each message. Data packets are 

routed by selecting the relay node which is most favorably located towards the 

destination. This selection is made based on the relative location of the transmitter, relay 

and destination. 

The protocol works as follows. When a node has a packet to send, it listens to the 

radio channel for certain time duration Tsens- If some activity is detected, the node backs 

off and schedules a reattempt at a later time. If the channel is sensed idle during this 

entire interval, the node starts its transmission by broadcasting an RTS message, which 

contains the location of the destination as well as its own. After sending the RTS, the 

node listens for CTS message from potential candidates. If only one CTS message is 

received, it starts the transmission of the data packet. If no CTS are heard, it will send the 

CONTINUE message and listen for CTSs again, timing out after Np empty CTS slots 

("empty cycle"). If a collision took place it will send a COLLISION message which 

triggers a collision resolution algorithm. Each neighbor node which receives the initial 

RTS from the current transmitter will determine its own priority as a relay. This priority 

is based on subdividing the relay region (progress area) into Np regions Al,...,AN such 

that all points in Ai are closer to the destination than all points in A- for 

i, j = l,...,N - 1 . Possible choices of these regions may be to take all with the same area 

or to quantize the advancement in N equal levels (see Fig. 2.5). All neighbor nodes start 

a contention among each other. If the candidate node in Ai hears valid CTS from another 

neighbor with higher priority, it cancels its own CTS and remains quiet. If the node hears 

nothing or hears only the CONTINUE messages for the duration of / - 1 CTS slots, it 

sends its own CTS message. The winner of the contention will receive the data packet 

from the transmitter. If there was a collision in case two nodes in the same region Ai send 

CTS at the same time, a binary splitting collision resolution algorithm is executed. In this 

case, all nodes involved will decide with probability 1/2 whether or not to send again in 
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the next CTS slot. If nobody sends, this random decision is repeated in the next slot. 

Otherwise only those who have sent will survive, until there is a single survivor. 

This approach works well in the networks with sufficient density to guarantee that the 

forwarding area consisting of all regions Al,...,AN is not empty and the empty cycle 

leading to packet drops never occur. Thus the GeRaF algorithm does not guarantee data 

packet delivery. 

relay regions 

Fig. 2.5. GeRaF relay regions variant. Nodes A and B compete, node B wins, node C drops out. 

2.2.1.6 Priority-based Stateless Geo-Routing 
Priority-based Stateless Geo-Routing (PSGR) [34] protocol exploits two important 

concepts: autonomous prioritized acknowledgements and dynamic forwarding zone 

formation based on the sensor node density estimated on the fly. It also addresses the 

communication void problem by introducing two recovery approaches: rebroadcast and 

bypass. 

The basic idea of prioritized acknowledgement is to assign acknowledgement 

precedences (AckP) to all candidate nodes such that they can respond to a forwarding 

request without contention among each other. The PSGR protocol chooses to assign the 

same AckP value to all nodes positioned within the same forwarding zone. The 

forwarding zones are formed on the fly by dividing the whole progress area into a 

number of sub-regions. Two variants of such subdivision are suggested (see Fig. 2.6). 

According to the first variant the progress area is partitioned into Z forwarding zones 

based on the distance to destination (Fig. 2.6(a)). In the second variant the progress area 

is first split into three "sectors" with the help of Reuleaux triangle towards the 
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destination; then each sector is further sub-divided based on distance to destination (Fig. 

2.6(b)). The number Z in both variants is dynamically derived from the estimated node 

density on each step. The density estimation technique requires that each node maintains 

the record of the number of unique nodes residing in its vicinity within certain time 

window. This is obtained from the messages the node overhears during this time window. 

This approach works well in assumption of dense network traffic and fails to estimate the 

correct density otherwise. Although PSGR attempts to form zones that have only one 

candidate neighbor in order to avoid collisions, there is no guarantee the there is only one 

candidate in each forwarding zone. 

The PSGR protocol works as follows. After receiving the "forwarding probe" packet 

from the current forwarder, each neighbor node sets a timer based on it's location within 

a certain forwarding zone. After the timer expires, and provided that no other candidate 

has acknowledged the probe yet, the candidate node sends an acknowledgement packet. 

The packet holder then forwards the data packet to the first acknowledger, which 

becomes the next forwarder. The latter transmission is overheard by all neighbors and 

forces them to stop their timers. This process is repeated until the delivery succeeds or 

fails due to the empty forwarding area. 

Two methods are suggested for solving the communication void problem when the 

forwarding area is empty: rebroadcast and bypass. The first one is based on the belief that 

a candidate may exist near the void forwarding area. Thus, after the first failure to receive 

acknowledgement, the forwarder waits for a certain period of time and then broadcasts 

the same forwarding probe again, this time with the maximum transmission range 

possible. The process repeats until the acknowledgement is received or the maximum 

allowed number of rebroadcasts is exceeded. The rebroadcast approach doesn't work at 

all in case a permanent void region is encountered. 

The bypass recovery adopts the right-hand rule face routing idea and works as 

follows. During the regular forwarding process, the sensor nodes located in the current 

forwarder's transmission range but outside the progress area anticipate the potential 

bypass events by setting their bypassing acknowledgement timers when receiving the 

initial forwarding probe packet. The timer delay is selected so that it is longer than the 

delay of any candidate located within the forwarding area and at the same time so that the 
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duplicate messages from potential bypass nodes are suppressed. The potential bypass 

node cancels its timer once it overhears a message from the holder, any candidate within 

the forwarding area or other bypass node. Otherwise it acknowledges the packet holder. 

At this point the forwarding switches from forwarding (greedy) to bypassing (recovery) 

mode. The bypassing switches back to forwarding as soon as possible, i.e. as soon as the 

node closer to destination as the local minimum is reached. The current bypassing node 

broadcasts the bypassing probe, and all its neighbors start the bypassing timer. To prevent 

loops, bypassing nodes keep the track of the packets they have previously received for 

bypass and exclude themselves from being a bypass candidate when they receive the 

same bypassing probe again. Thus the PSGR with bypass recovery is loop free only in the 

sense that the packet is dropped if the loop is about to be formed. There is no formal 

planar graph structure used during recovery. Therefore, neither the PSGR with 

rebroadcast recovery nor PSGR with bypass recovery can guarantee packet delivery. 

Forwarding zones 
Sector 2 

Sector 1 

Sector 3 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.6. PSGR forwarding zones are formed based on distance to destination. 

2.2.2 Beaconless Recovery Algorithms 

All approaches described in the previous section 2.2.1 work well in dense networks, 

where there is always a neighbor closer to the destination. If this is not the case and the 

greedy algorithm faces a local minimum, delivery can only be guaranteed, if a recovery 

from that situation is possible. 

While the recovery problem is well studied for geographic routing algorithms, the 

beaconless strategies leave room for improvement. In beaconless routing, the term 

"recovery" often refers to the strategies which enlarge the set of possible candidates, if 
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the forwarding area is empty, but do not guarantee delivery. CBF, IGF and BGR use this 

kind of recovery strategy. BLR includes the backup mode which either falls back to using 

beacon message for obtaining the full neighborhood knowledge prior to making the next 

hop decision or doesn't guarantee delivery due to possible loops. PSGR [34] contains a 

more sophisticated recovery mechanism; however the delivery is questionable, as no 

crossing-free subgraph is considered. 

2.2.2.1 BLR Backup mode 
In BLR Backup mode [18] (also called Request-response approach in [17]) the 

forwarder broadcasts a request and all neighboring nodes respond. If a node is closer to 

the destination, it becomes the next hop. Otherwise the forwarder constructs a local 

planar (Gabriel) subgraph from the position information of the neighbors and forwards 

the packet using the right-hand rule. The position when entering backup mode is stored in 

the packet. Greedy forwarding is resumed as soon as the node closer to the destination is 

encountered. 

Request-Response can be regarded as reactive beaconing, because all neighbors are 

involved in exchanging position information. The following protocols use an approach, 

that we classify as Select and Protest: they determine possible neighbors of a planar 

subgraph by a contention process and allow protests afterwards to correct wrong 

decisions. 

2.2.2.2 No Beacon FACE Algorithm 
No Beacon FACE (NB-Face) [27] algorithm is a beaconless variant of the face 

routing algorithm. The delay function depends on the angle between candidate, forwarder 

and previous hop such that the first candidate in (counter-) clockwise order responds first. 

If this node is not a neighbor in the Gabriel graph, then other nodes may protest. 

The forwarder S broadcasts the Rreq control packet with location information of itself 

and also the previous node, from which it got the packet in the first place. Each candidate 

node calculates the angle 0 between the previous node, the forwarder, and itself using 

the location information available. Then each candidate neighbor sets the times based on 

that angle. To determine the minimum angle in (counter-) clockwise direction, a 

monotonically increasing (decreasing) function of 6 can be used to calculate the delay. 
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The timer of the node with the minimum angle in (counter-) clockwise expires first, and 

that node broadcasts the proposal message Prop. After this the protests can be sent by the 

nodes which overhear the Prop message and are located inside the GG circle of forwarder 

and the candidate node. Such nodes would broadcast the Nack (Negative 

Acknowledgement) message. The situation of cascading protest is not mentioned. The 

forwarder waits for the response messages for a certain period of time and then sends the 

finish message Fin. The packet is sent to the last known Prop or Nack sender. 

The NB-FACE algorithm is similar to a variant of our Angular Relaying scheme 

(Chapter 6). However, we will see that NB-FACE doesn't always yield optimal results. 

2.2.2.3 Guaranteed Delivery Beaconless Forwarding 
Guaranteed Delivery Beaconless Forwarding (GDBF) [5], [6] is a generic framework 

for beaconless routing that can be applied to location based schemes like GFG and thus 

can guarantee delivery if the underlying protocol is a guaranteed delivery protocol. The 

GDBF runs in two modes: greedy and recovery, and works as follows. First, the current 

packet holder broadcasts the Ready To Send (RTS) message to all its neighbors. The 

packet contains the request to send the message and a bit indicating which mode - greedy 

or recovery - is currently in progress. Second, all neighbors compete with each other for 

the right to be the next hop. During this step each neighbor sets the position-based timer 

with the different delay for greedy and recovery mode. If the neighbor node overhears 

any messages from other neighbors while waiting it may stop its timer and cancel the 

response. The response, if sent, is in the form of Clear To Send (CTS) message. Finally, 

the current sender node decides which neighbor is the most suitable and forwards the data 

packet to that neighbor. The details differ in greedy and recovery modes. 

In greedy mode the timer delay is an increasing function of the distance to 

destination: the neighbor with the smallest distance will have the shortest timeout. The 

timer is set only by the nodes in the progress area, i.e. by those which are closer to the 

destination than the current sender. As soon as the first CTS is received the sender 

forwards the packet to the CTS sender, thus forcing all other neighbors to stop their 

timers. The operation of GDBF in greedy mode is thus similar to the GeRaF algorithm 

[35] (see also section 2.2.1.5) 
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In recovery mode the timer delay is the increasing function of the distance to current 

sender S rather than the destination. Nodes closer to the sender have shorter timeouts. 

Once the timer expires, neighbor A responds with a CTS to S. If any other neighbor X can 

hear this CTS, it cancels its timer if it finds node A in the Gabriel circle over \SX\. The 

number of CTSs received by the current sender in recovery mode is always greater or 

equal than the number of actual Gabriel graph neighbors. Having the list of all CTS 

senders, the sender follows the underlying protocol (e.g. GFG) and sends the packet to 

the best suited next hop neighbor. Since the selected neighbor may not be the actual 

planar graph neighbor, the sender then waits for "stop" messages (protests) from the 

potential "witnesses". S then selects a different neighbor until no "stop" message is 

received. The underlying routing protocol regulates when the recovery is reached and 

thus when GDBF should switch back to greedy mode. 

The authors of GDBF claim that in simulations they didn't encounter the case when 

the node which is not an actual GG neighbor replied with CTS in recovery mode. In this 

thesis we provide examples of such a case and, moreover, show that the "stop" messages 

(protests) are unavoidable during recovery. The Beaconless Forwarder Planarization 

(BFP) scheme presented in this thesis is a generalization of the recovery mode operation 

in the GDBF framework. 

2.2.3 Beaconless Routing: Summary 
The following table summarizes the main characteristics of the beaconless routing 

algorithms described above. 

Protocol 

BLR 
CBF 
IGF 
BGR 
GeRaF 
PSGR 

NB-FACE 

GDBF 

Empty Forwardin; 

use MFR area 

g Area 

use entire progress area 
rotate forwarding 
rotate forwarding 
_ * 
_ * 

_ ** 

_ #* 

area 
area 

Recovery strategy 

Beaconing + face routing 
Left open 
-
-
-
Rebroadcast or Bypass 
Clockwise timeout and Gabriel 
neighbor selection 
Distance-based timeout, 
Gabriel neighbor selection 

Delivery guarantee 

yes 
? 
no 
no 
no 
no 

yes 

yes 

*) Forwarding area covers the complete progress area 
**) Forwarding area covers the complete transmission area 

Table 2.1. Beaconless routing protocols and their recovery methods 
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Chapter 3 Beaconless Forwarder Planarization 

The basic problem of beaconless protocols is that they cannot rely on 1-hop 

knowledge. But this knowledge is necessary to build a planar subgraph. Thus, in a 

recovery situation, the forwarder has to gather information and this is connected with the 

exchange of messages. In contrast to the Request-Response approach of BLR [17], where 

all neighbors announce their positions upon request, we follow the idea of GDBF [6] to 

reduce the message overhead. 

Beaconless Forwarder Planarization (BFP) is a general scheme, which can be used to 

construct different proximity graphs, such as Gabriel graph or RNG. The BFP algorithm 

is described in the following. Its message complexity depends on the chosen subgraph. 

We will later discuss appropriate subgraph constructions and analyze the message 

complexity. 

In the following we describe the BFP algorithm for the network layer assuming an 

ideal MAC layer without collisions. Although we adapt the request to send (RTS) and 

clear to send (CTS) names for the messages sent in BFP, these don't refer to the MAC 

layer messages, but rather the control messages required for the correct operation of the 

BFP algorithm. 

3.1 The Beaconless Forwarder Planarization Algorithm 

The Beaconless Forwarder Planarization (BFP) algorithm consists of two phases, the 

selection and the protest phase. N(u,v) denotes the proximity region of the chosen 

subgraph, e.g. the Gabriel circle or the RNG lune, over (u,v) (see Fig. 2.2). Here, the 

proximity region of two nodes u and v is a portion of the plane that contains points 

relatively close to both of them, and that does not contain any graph nodes other than u 

and v. 
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3.1.1 Selection Phase 

The forwarder u broadcasts a request to send (RTS) message (including its own 

position) and sets its timer to tmax. Each candidate v sets its contention timer, using the 

following delay function: 

t(d)=~tmax (1) 

r 

where d = \uv\ is the distance to forwarder, r is the transmission radius, and rmax is the 

maximum timeout. When the contention timer expires, a candidate answers with a clear 
to send (CTS) message. If a candidate v receives the CTS of another node x which lies in 

the proximity region N(u, v), then v cancels its timer and remains quiet. We call this 

mechanism suppression and the candidate being suppressed a hidden node. Hidden nodes 

listen to other nodes after their timer expired. If a hidden node x receives the CTS of 

another node w with xe N(u,w) (as shown in Fig. 3.1), then w violates the proximity 

condition and x adds w to the set of violating nodes S(x). We call (u, w) a violating edge. 

See also Fig. 3.2. 

Fig. 3.1. (u, w) is a violating edge because of hidden node x. 

3.1.2 Protest phase 
In the second phase, the hidden nodes protest against violating edges. If the set of 

violating nodes S(x) is not empty, the hidden node x starts its timer, using the same 

delay function as in the first phase (closest candidates protest first). If x overhears a 

protest from another hidden node y, then the set of violating nodes has to be checked: A 

node v can be removed from S(x), if y e N(u, v). In other words, node v can be 

removed from S(x) if some other hidden node y has already protested against it. When 
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the timer expires and S(x) is not empty, x sends the protest message. The forwarder 

removes violating edges when it receives protests and finally obtains a planar subgraph. 

Fig. 3.2. BFP: Nodes respond in the order W], W2, W3, W(,\ 
W4 and W5 are hidden. W4 protests against w<j. W5 cancels its protest against wg. 

3.2 BFP: Algorithm Pseudo Code 

Suppose G-(V,E) is the unit disk graph and Np\(u) is the planar, i.e. either GG, 

CNG (see Chapter 5 below) or RNG neighbourhood of node u. The task of BFP is to get 

Npi(u) for all nodes u e V . 

Algorithm 1. Beaconless Forwarder Planarization, forwarder node 

for each node u in V 
u sends RTS 
u sets timer Tj to tmax 

for each CTS received by u 
u saves CTS to Npi(u) 

end for 
after expiry of timer 7/ u sets timer T2 to ?max 

for each Protest from node x received by u 
u removes all violating nodes v from Np\(u) * 

10: end for 
11: end for 

*) node v is considered violating node if xe N(u,v), where N(u,v) is a proximity 

region of GG, CNG or RNG over (M, V) . 

Now suppose N(u) is the neighborhood of node u and C(v) is the list of CTSs 

overheard by node v. 

Algorithm 2. Beaconless Forwarder Planarization, neighbor node _ 

2 
3 

for each node v in N(u) 
V sets timer Tj to t(d) according to equation 1 
for each CTS overheard by v 
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4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

v saves CTS to C(v) 
end for 
after expiry of timer T] 
if C(v) is empty then 

v sends CTS 
else 

3: v sets timer T2 to ^fJJ according to equation 1 
I: for each Protest from node x received by v 
2: v removes all violating nodes w from C(v) * 
3: end for 
4: after expiry of timer T2 
5: if C(v) is not empty then 
6: v sends Protest to u with its own position 
7: end if 
8: end if 
9: end for 

*) node w is considered violating node if XG N(U,W), where N(u,w) is a proximity 

region of GG, CNG or RNG over (u, w). 

3.3 Face Routing with BFP: Algorithm Pseudo Code 

Suppose G = (V,E) is the unit disk graph and Np\(u) is the planar neighbourhood of 

node u. The task of face routing with BFP is to deliver the packet from the node where 

greedy routing failed to either the recovery or destination node. 

Algorithm 3. Face routing with BFP, forwarder node 
1: Let u be the current forwarder or the packet 
2: Let m be the local minimum distance to destination 
3: repeat 
4: u sends RTS 
5: u sets timer Tj to £max 

6: for each CTS received by u 
7: u saves CTS to Np\(u) 
8: end for 
9: after expiry of timer Tj u sets timer T2 to £max 

10: for each Protest from node x received by u 
11: u removes all violating nodes v from Np\(u) * 
12: end for 
13: u sorts all nodes in Nv\(u) by angle, smallest first 
14: u sends the packet to Nv\(u)i, i.e. u= Npi(u)i ** 
15: until packet delivered to destination or u is closer to destination than m 

*) node v is considered violating node if xe N(u,v), where N(u,v) is a proximity 

region of GG, CNG or RNG over (u, v) 
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*) assuming that the previous packet sender is not part of Np\(u). 

3.4 Duplicate Protests Against The Same Violating Node In BFP 

The maximum distance between any two nodes in the proximity region of Gabriel 

graph is always less than or equal to the transmission radius r. In other words, any two 

nodes in the Gabriel graph proximity region over (u,v) can hear each other. This is, 

however, not true for proximity regions of RNG and CNG. Thus, in the latter two graphs 

the duplicate protests against the same violating node are unavoidable. 

Our simulations show that duplicate protests in the CNG almost never happen, 

whereas they happen quite often in the RNG. Consider the following example (RNG 

edges are marked as red solid, violating edges are red dashed). 
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Fig. 3.3. Example of duplicate protests against the same violating node in BFP on RNG 

The task of BFP is to construct RNG neighbourhood of every node without 

beaconing. Consider node 10. The list of neighbours sorted by timeouts (equation 1) is 

given in the table below: 

Node Id 

Timeout 

14 

2.77 

0 

3.62 

12 

4.56 

15 

5.55 

8 

5.98 

1 

7.53 

13 

8.07 

3 

8.37 

2 

9.83 

21 

9.87 
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The BFP algorithm runs as follows in node 10. 

Selection Phase: 

- 14, 0 send CTS; 

- 12, 15, 8 cancel CTSs because of 14; 

1, 13, 3, 2 cancel CTSs because of 0; 

- 21 sends CTS. 

Protest Phase: 

12 has no one to protest against; 

- 15 sends PROTEST; Edge (10,21) eliminated because of 15; 

8 heard protest from S 15 and has no one to protest against; 

1,13 have no one to protest against; 

3 didn't hear protest from 15 and sends duplicate PROTEST against 21; 

- 2 heard protest from 3 and has no one to protest against. 

Thus in RNG and CNG the number of protests can be either less (when multiple 

edges are eliminated as a result of single protest, see section 3.5), equal or greater (when 

there are duplicate protests against the same violating node) than the number of violating 

edges. 

3.5 BFP: Single Protest Eliminating Multiple Violating Nodes 

Consider the following network. (GG edges are marked as light-blue solid, violating 

edges are blue dashed). 
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Fig. 3.4. Example of single protest eliminating multiple violating nodes for BFP on GG 

The task of BFP is to construct GG neighbourhood of every node without beaconing. 

Consider node 30. The list of neighbours sorted by timeouts (equation 1) is given in the 

table below: 

Node Id 

Timeout 

86 

2.81 

11 

4.88 

84 

7.11 

18 

7.93 

39 

8.06 

29 

8.26 

15 

9.02 

14 

9.23 

79 

9.31 

The BFP algorithm runs as follows in node 30. Neighbour 86 sends CTS; neighbours 

11, 84, 18, 39, and 79 overhear CTS from 86 and become hidden; neighbours 29, 15, and 

14 send CTSs. Now the protest phase begins. Node 11 is the first one to send the protest. 

As a result of this protest, node 30 eliminates two violating neighbours at once: nodes 14 

and 15. Thus only one protest is enough to construct plain neighbourhood of node 30. 
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Chapter 4 Proximity Graphs and Beaconless 
Subgraph Construction 

The BFP algorithm can be based on different proximity graph constructions, in order 

to obtain a planar communication graph (here, it means that the graph is a planar 

embedding). Most prominent subgraph constructions are Gabriel graph and RNG (see 

[8]): 

Definition 1: The Gabriel graph (GG) of a node set V contains an edge (u,v), iff 

I |2 | i2 | |2 

\uv\ <\uw\ + vw for all we V,w^ u,v. 

Definition 2: The relative neighborhood graph (RNG) of a node set V contains an 

edge (u,v), iff \uv\ < max{|«w|, |vw|}, for all weV,w^u,v. 

The definition implies that two nodes u and v are adjacent, if the so-called proximity 

region over (u,v) is empty. The proximity region of two nodes u and v is a portion of the 

plane that contains points relatively close to both of them. The proximity condition is said 

to be met when the proximity region doesn't contain any graph nodes other than u and v. 

The proximity graph is a graph such that (1) for each edge (w, v) the proximity condition 

is met, and (2) for each pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v the proximity region contains at 

least one other node. 

We denote the proximity region as N(u,v). In case of the Gabriel graph, the 

proximity region NGG (u, v) is a circle with diameter \uv\; in case of the RNG, 

NRNG (u, v) is a lune over uv, i.e. a lune formed by the intersection of two circles of the 

same radius |wv| having u and v as the center points (see Fig. 2.2). In this thesis we 

assume that all distances are different in order to avoid degenerated cases. However, in 

case of equal distances can be handled by using \uv\ = [\u — v\2,key(u),key(v)) as 

distance measure [26], where key(-) is based on the node ID. In a similar way, a modified 
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RNG with a constant maximum node degree can be obtained that is still connected on 

degenerated node sets [25]. 

The choice of the subgraph determines the message efficiency of the BFP algorithm. 

In the following we will identify the crucial properties to construct a planar and 

connected subgraph with as few messages as possible. 

4.1 Basic Requirements 

We consider only undirected, planar, and connected proximity graphs. The proximity 

region of these graphs is symmetric, it contains at least the Gabriel circle, and it is not 

larger than the RNG lune. 

Lemma 1: The RNG lune is the maximum proximity region to preserve connectivity. 

Proof: Let u, v, w be nodes of an undirected proximity graph, and let L(u, v) denote 

the RNG lune over (u, v), i.e. the intersection of two circles with radius \uv\ centered at u 

and v. Suppose the proximity region of (u, v) is larger than L(u, v). Then there is a point 

w outside L(u, v) (i.e. \uw\ > \uv\ or \vw\ > \uv\) that belongs to the proximity region and 

thus invalidates the edge (u,v). If \uw\ < \vw\ then we L(v,w), which disconnects v. 

Otherwise, v e L(u, w), which disconnects u. • 

Lemma 2: The Gabriel circle is the minimum proximity region to obtain planarity. 

Proof: Let C{u, v) denote the Gabriel circle over (u, v), i.e. the circle having \uv\ as 

diameter with its interior. Let m be the midpoint of («,v). Suppose the proximity region 

is smaller than C(u,v). Then there is a node w inside C(u,v) with \mw\ < \mu\, while 

(w,v) is a valid edge. As the graph G is undirected, the proximity region is symmetric; 

and this implies that there is another point w which can be constructed by rotating w by 

180° around the midpoint m. Then the circle C(w,w') is inside C(u,v) and empty (since 

\mw\ = \mw\ < \mu\ = \mv\). Therefore, (w, w') is a valid edge, and it intersects (u, v) in 

the midpoint, which is a contradiction. 
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The graph is planar, if the proximity region contains C(u, v): If C(u, v) is empty, 

then the empty circle rule of the Delaunay Triangulation is also fulfilled for any three 

nodes. Thus, G is a subgraph of the Delaunay Triangulation, which is planar. • 

4.2 Hidden Nodes and Suppression 

The construction of Gabriel graph or RNG is based on the proximity region, which is 

an empty circle or an empty lune. BFP makes use of this fact to reduce messages: 

Candidate nodes are suppressed, i.e. they remain quiet, if they would violate this 

condition. 

Definition 3: The suppression region of a node v with respect to u contains all points 

w with v e N(u, w), where N(u, w) denotes the proximity region of an edge (u,w). 

Fig. 4.1 shows the suppression region for Gabriel graph and RNG. In case of the 

Gabriel graph, w is suppressed, if Zuvw > 90°, and this implies that the border of the 

suppression region is orthogonal to (u,v). In case of the RNG, |vw|<|«w|, and this means 

that the perpendicular bisector of (u,v) marks the border of the suppression region. 

/ 
i 

i 
\ 

Fig. 4.1. Suppression region for GG and RNG: A node w in the 
shaded area is not a valid neighbor of u, because v would be 

inside the Gabriel circle or the RNG lune. 

4.3 Ordered Neighborhoods and Protest Message 

In beaconless protocols, the locations of the neighbors are not known in advance, but 

they are revealed one by one when they reply to the forwarder's request. From a graph 

theoretic point of view, the candidate nodes are inserted into the set of neighbors, and the 

insertion order is given by the delay function. This determines the resulting 

neighborhood, because after one node responds, others may be suppressed and remain 
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quiet. In order to formalize this mechanism, we introduce the definition of an ordered 

neighborhood. 

Let G denote a graph and T(u) the set of neighbors of a node u in G. For a node u, 

we define a total order nu so that Ku (v) is the rank of v e T(u). 

Definition 4: A node v e T(u) is hidden, if it is suppressed by a non-hidden node w 

with smaller rank, i.e. 3 we T(u) with xu{w) < #"„(v) and we N(u,v). 

Definition 5: The #-ordered neighborhood T^u) contains all nodes v for which 

there is no non-hidden node w e N(u, v) . 

An ordered neighborhood can be constructed by inserting nodes one by one, if they 

fulfill the proximity condition (e.g. empty Gabriel circle). In contrast to the original 

proximity graph, this condition is only checked for the nodes which have been already 

added to the neighborhood. Note that in contrast to ordered 0 -graphs [3], n defines a 

local order for each node. In BFP a distance-based delay function is used (equation 1) 

which defines the insertion order and determines the neighborhood. The result of Phase 1 

of the BFP algorithm is a distance-ordered neighborhood, which contains at least the 

edges of the desired subgraph. 

Theorem 1: In a proximity graph, the ordered neighborhood of a node v is a superset 

of the original neighborhood, i.e. ^ ( v ) 3 T(v). 

Proof. Let u be a neighbor of v, i.e. u e T(v). Then, the proximity region N(v, u) is 

empty and remains empty, regardless of the rank of u. Thus, HGr f(v). • 

When constructing the ordered neighborhood, we can be sure, that the nodes of the 

desired subgraph are included, but there may be violating edges depending on the 

insertion order. Therefore, Phase 2 of the BFP algorithm is required, where the hidden 

nodes send protest messages to indicate edges violating the proximity condition. 
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4.4 Distance-ordered neighborhoods 

The worst case number of violating edges depends on the order (i.e. the delay 

function) and also on the chosen subgraph construction. In case of the Gabriel graph, this 

number is unbounded, whereas in case of the RNG it is constant. 

Theorem 2: A distance-ordered Gabriel neighborhood contains an unbounded 

number of violating edges. 

Proof: The construction in Fig. 4.2 shows that a node can have 0(n) neighbors in its 

distance-ordered Gabriel neighborhood while it has only one valid Gabriel neighbor. 

Nodes wi,...,W5 are placed around v with increasing distance and partially overlapping 

Gabriel circles as shown in the figure. In the Gabriel neighborhood w/ inhibits an edge 

(v,W2), W2 inhibits an edge (v,W3) etc., so that v has only one valid edge. In the distance-

ordered neighborhood wj is inserted first and w>2 is hidden, because node w; is in its 

Gabriel circle. Node w? becomes a neighbor, because W2 is hidden and not part of the 

neighbor set. Every second node in the chain will become a neighbor of v, i.e. Tn{v) has 

a size of \{n -1) /2] . 

ws w6 

Fig. 4.2. Gabriel graph (left) and distance-ordered neighborhood (right) 
with hidden nodes (white) and violating edges. 

Corollary 1: The beaconless Gabriel graph construction with a distance-based delay 

function requires an unbounded number of protests in the worst case. 

The crucial property to bound the number of protests is that a circular sector has to be 

part of the proximity region. 
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Theorem 3: A distance-ordered neighborhood has at most |_4;r/#J-l violating 

edges, if the proximity region contains a circular sector of angle 6. 

Proof: Let <g (u,v) be a sector of the circle C(w,|wv|,) with angle 0 and uv as 

bisecting line (see Fig. 4.3), and assume that it is contained in the proximity region. A 

node w is only included in the neighbor set of u, if Zvuw > 0/2, because of the 

following reason: if \uw\ < \uv\, w must be outside <g (u,v). Otherwise, v must be 

outside <g (u,w). Therefore, we can insert valid neighbors in T^u) only at an angular 

distance of more than 0/2 to an existing neighbor. Then the maximum node degree of v 

is |_4;r/#_|. This is the limit for the number of violating edges and this limit can be 

reached in the worst case: the example in the figure shows that for a pair of nodes with 

overlapping proximity regions there always can be a hidden node x, with higher rank than 

v and v e N(u, x) and x e N(u, w), that renders (u, w) a violating edge. • 

Fig. 4.3. A proximity region containing a sector bounds 
the number of violating edges. 

This theorem shows that we can limit the number of violating edges by choosing an 

appropriate proximity region. The relative neighborhood graph fulfills this criterion. 

Theorem 4: A distance-ordered relative neighborhood contains at most 4 violating 

edges. 

Proof: The RNG lune contains a circular sector of #<120°. From this fact and 

Theorem 3 follows the result. • 

Corollary 2: The beaconless RNG construction with a distance-based delay function 

requires a constant number of protests in the worst case. 
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However, the proximity region of the RNG is quite large, such that more edges are 

forbidden than in the Gabriel graph. The RNG has (length/power) stretch factor ©(«), the 

Gabriel Graph only G ( V « ) (both are not hop-spanners) [2]. 

4.5 Relevance of Protest Messages 

We have seen that in the presence of hidden nodes edges can be created that violate 

the proximity condition. Therefore it is necessary to allow hidden nodes to protest against 

the selection of a neighbor. One might ask if there is any delay function or any practical 

subgraph construction that favors only the valid neighbors. Unfortunately this is not the 

case. 

Theorem 5: No undirected, planar and connected proximity graph can be constructed 

without protests. 

Proof: Consider the scenario in Fig. 4.4 as a counterexample. Node w is located in the 

suppression region of v, v is suppressed by u, but w is not suppressed by u. When 

considering the suppression region for arbitrary proximity graphs (that are undirected, 

planar and connected), the region is at least the suppression region of the Gabriel graph 

and at most the suppression region of the RNG. This follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. 

Therefore, region A is part of the suppression region of v and region B is not a 

suppression region of u for all considered proximity graphs. Now we build the ordered-

neighborhood of x for all permutations of u, v, and w. 

Insertion order K; 

(•) denotes hidden node 

u (v)w 

u w (v) 

v u (w) 

v (w) u 

w u (v) 

wvu 

Neighborhood 

{u, w} 

{u, w} 

{u, v} 

{u, vj 

{u, w} 

{} 

Immediate protest 

u 

u 

V, U 

Protest of hidden 

nodes 

V 

V 

V 
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We can see from the table, that regardless of the insertion order there is always a 

protest, either because the inserted node immediately knows that it violates the proximity 

graph condition, or because of a hidden node that protests later. • 

Fig. 4.4. Hidden node scenario for Theorem 5. 
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Chapter 5 Circlunar Neighborhood Graph 

For the beaconless subgraph construction we want to preserve as much edges as 

possible, bound the number of protests and obtain a planar graph. The planarity can be 

achieved by including the Gabriel circle in the proximity region. Protests can be bounded 

by including a circular sector. The larger the angle of the sector, the smaller the 

maximum node degree, but this also cancels more edges. Therefore, we propose the 

Circlunar Neighborhood Graph (CNG) as an alternative to Gabriel graph and RNG. It is a 

planar graph with constant degree; its proximity region is only a small enhancement of 

the Gabriel circle and the proximity condition can be tested with 1-hop knowledge and 

simple arithmetics. Notice that in this thesis we only consider the planar graphs which 

can be constructed in a localized manner, i.e. those which only require 1-hop knowledge. 

Definition 6: The circlunar neighborhood NCNG(u,v) of two points u and v is given 

by the intersection of four disks of radius \uv\ centered at the corners of a square of which 

(u,v) is the diagonal (see Fig. 5.1). 
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Fig. 5.1. The circlunar neighborhood with RNG lune and Gabriel circle. 

The circlunar neighborhood graph contains an edge (u,v) if and only if NCNG(u,v) is 

empty: 

Definition 7: The circlunar neighborhood graph of a node set V contains an edge (u,v) 

iff \uv\ < max\\uw\,\vw\,\plw\,\p2w\\, Vwe V,w^u,v. 

5.1 Properties of the Circlunar Neighborhood Graph 

The CNG has a strong relation to Gabriel graph and RNG and inherits planarity and 

connectivity. 

Theorem 6: The circlunar neighborhood graph of a node set V is planar and 

connected, if the unit disk graph of V is connected. 

Proof: Follows from the shape of the proximity region and Lemmas 1 and 2. • 
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The CNG also inherits a disadvantage from the RNG, namely the unbounded 

spanning ratio of ®(n) (the maximum ratio of shortest path in CNG over shortest path in 

the original graph). One can construct the same lower bound example ("RNG tower" [2]) 

for the CNG. In other words, when using the CNG planarization, the maximum detour is 

unbounded in the worst-case. Apart from these worst-case considerations, we performed 

simulations on 200 random unit disk graphs with 100 nodes for network densities 

(average number of neighbors) between 4 and 12. Measurements of the spanning ratio 

show that the CNG is closer to the Gabriel graph than to the RNG: The hop spanning 

ratio of the CNG is only 5%-7% larger than in the Gabriel graph, while the RNG's 

spanning ratio is 36%-61% larger. Assuming the uniform distribution or the graph nodes 

in a square, the CNG has an expected node degree of 3.6 and is thus sparser then the 

Gabriel graph and denser than the RNG. Table 5.1 summarizes these results (see [9]). 

Graph 
RNG 

CNG 

GG 

Expected degree [9] 
2.558 

3.598 

4.000 

Maximum degree 
5 

14 

7 1 - 1 

Spanning ratio [2] 
Q(n) 

0(/i) 

0(VrO 

Table 5.1: Properties of RNG, CNG and GG 

Following the considerations in [9], we can derive the expected degree of the CNG 

from the ratio of the circle C(w,|wv|) and the area A of the proximity region NCNG(u, v). 

The area of the circlunar neighborhood is A ~ 0.873 r2 . This gives an expected degree of 

C(K,|KV|)/A« 3.598. 

5.2 Beaconless construction 

The CNG enables a beaconless planar subgraph construction with a constant number 

of protests as the following theorem shows. 

Corollary 3: A distance-ordered neighborhood in the CNG has at most 13 violating 

edges. 

Proof: This follows from Theorem 3. One can show that the circlunar neighborhood 

contains a circular sector of ~ 48.6°. Plugging this into Theorem 3 gives the result. • 
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5.3 Face Routing on the Circlunar Neighborhood Graph 

The circlunar neighborhood graph has the structural graph properties that are 

necessary to guarantee recovery. The following graph property holds for the Gabriel 

graph (Lemma 1 in [12]) and can be shown analogously for the CNG. 

Lemma 3: For any edge (w,v) crossing the s-t line connecting source s and 

destination t in the circlunar neighborhood graph, at least one of the end points u or v is 

closer to the target than s. 

Proof: As the circlunar neighborhood contains the Gabriel circle, the Gabriel circle 

over (u,v) contains neither s nor t. It follows that Zusv and Zutv are less than 7t/2. 

Since the sum of the angles of the quadrangle usvt is 2K , at least one of the angles Zsut 

orZsvt is greater than K/2. This implies that at least one of the nodes u or v is closer to t 

than .v. • 

For guaranteed delivery, face routing on the planar subgraph has to provide progress 

towards the destination. This is shown by the following theorem (see Corollary 2 in [12]). 

Theorem 8: Let s and t be nodes in a circlunar neighborhood graph. When starting at 

s, face routing will always find a node v that satisfies \vt\ < \st\. 

Proof: The CNG is planar and from Lemma 5 in [12] follows that face routing will 

always find an edge intersecting the s-t line. With Lemma 3 we can conclude, that one of 

the edge's end points satisfies \vt\ < \st\. • 
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Chapter 6 Angular Relaying 

6.1 Angular Relaying using a Sweep Line 

Angular relaying is a beaconless face routing strategy, which can be used as a method 

for recovery from local minima. While BFP works independent of the routing protocol, 

angular relaying needs the information of the previous hop and the recovery direction 

(right-hand or left-hand). It utilizes an angle-based delay function to determine a 

candidate for the next hop which is used in combination with the select-and protest 

method for avoiding crossing edges. Here, we use the Gabriel graph condition as 

planarization criterion. 

By using an angle-based delay function the first neighbor in counter-clockwise order 

is selected. Other approaches, such as NB-FACE, the clockwise relaying approach in an 

earlier version of BLR [15], or the Bypass method of PSGR are also based on an angle-

based function, but they either cannot guarantee delivery or the complete neighborhood is 

involved in the message exchange. A simple angle-based delay function has the 

following form: 

m = ^ ™ ( 2 ) 

360 

The angle 6 can be considered in clockwise or counterclockwise order, depending on 

the traversal direction (left-hand or right-hand). Selecting a candidate by this function is 

not sufficient to guarantee delivery, because it is not necessarily a neighbor of the 

forwarder in the Gabriel subgraph. Therefore, we use protest messages to prevent 

crossing links. This is similar to the protest phase used in the BFP algorithm. The angular 

relaying algorithm consists of the following two phases. 

Selection phase After receiving a packet from the previous hop u, the forwarder v 

sends an RTS (including previous hop u and its own position) and sets its timer to £max. 

Every candidate w sets its timer t{6) using the angular distance 0 = Zuvw to the 

previous hop (see equation 2). Candidates answer with CTS in counter-clockwise order 
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according to the delay function. We allow candidates to respond, if they have the 

previous hop in the Gabriel circle (i.e. nodes in region B in Fig. 6.1). These nodes answer 

with an "invalid CTS", because they violate the Gabriel graph condition, but other nodes 

should be aware of their existence. Otherwise they would be hidden and would need a 

chance to protest later. After the first candidate w answers with valid CTS, the forwarder 

immediately sends a SELECT message announcing that w is the first selected node. All 

candidates with pending CTS answers cancel their timers. 

Fig. 6.1. Angular Relaying: Wi and W2 are invalid, vv? is 
selected, W4 and W5 protest; W5 is the next hop. 

Protest phase After the selection of the first candidate, the protest phase begins. The 

forwarder v starts its protest timer that covers only the time when protests can occur, 

which is 

= (l) = l. 
\1J 4 

for the Gabriel graph. Now, no further CTS answers are allowed. Instead, each candidate 

x sets a new timer 

t{6'), where 6' = Zuvx - Zuvw (4) 

according to equation 2, which determines the order of protests. First, only nodes in 

NGG (v, w) are allowed to protest. If a node x protests then it automatically becomes the 

next hop. After that, only nodes in A^GG(V,JC) are allowed to protest. Finally, if the 

forwarder's timer expires (i.e. there are no more protests), the data packet is sent to the 

currently selected (first valid or last protesting) candidate. 
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Angular Relaying using a simple angle-based delay function (equation 2) is similar to 

NB-FACE. In NB-FACE the forwarder waits for a time span T after the first candidate 

responded, in order to leave room for protests (Nack). After that, it sends a message (Fin) 

to stop the contention period and select the final candidate. If T is a constant angle, then 

the case of cascading protests is not covered; otherwise, if T spans the whole rotation, 

then all neighbors respond, even if they are not protesting, and the advantage over the 

Request-Response approach vanishes. Also the details about how nodes are treated that 

have the previous hop in their Gabriel circle (region B in Fig. 6.1) are left open. 

6.2 Angular Relaying using a Sweep Curve 

The contention process using the angular delay function can be regarded as a rotating 

sweep line, i.e. a ray from v through u (Fig. 6.1) that rotates in counter-clockwise order 

until it hits the first node w. This node will be the next hop, if it is a valid neighbor so far 

and there are no protests afterwards. Protests are issued by nodes that lie in the Gabriel 

circle over (v,w) and beyond the sweep line (region C in Fig. 6.1). Therefore, it makes no 

sense to use CNG or RNG with Angular Relaying, because the area of possible protesting 

nodes would be even larger. We also observe that the protest area grows with the distance 

of a candidate to the forwarder. 

This leads to the question whether another shape of the sweep line could be applied 

such that closer nodes may respond earlier and the area of possible protesting nodes is 

reduced. To ensure that the most suitable nodes respond first, the sweep curve must have 

the following property: 

Sweep curve property: For a node w on the sweep curve the following must hold: if 

there is another node x ahead of the sweep curve in counter-clockwise order, then either 

Zuvw < Zuvx or x is not a Gabriel neighbor of v, where u is the previous packet holder. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 6.2. Angular relaying with different sweep curves, 
(a) When using an arbitrary spiral, there can be a valid Gabriel neighbor x 

beyond the sweep curve with smaller angle 6 and larger delay, 
(b) The optimum Archimedean spiral that fulfills the sweep curve property. 

In other words, if w responds first, then there are no other Gabriel neighbors with 

smaller angular distance 9 to the previous hop u, which could respond later and 

contradict w being the first neighbor in counterclockwise order (see Fig. 6.2). In order to 

determine a valid sweep curve (for the Gabriel graph construction), we consider the 

suppression region for a node w and calculate the positions for which all nodes with 

smaller 6 are suppressed (see Fig. 6.3). Fulfilling the sweep curve property requires that 

x + z < r . For the height of a rectangular triangle holds y2 = xz and it follows that 

2 

x + — <r, 
x 

i.e. all nodes on the sweep curve should lie between the straight line and the semi-circle 

in Fig. 6.3. 

Fig. 6.3. Suppression region and sweep curve property 
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Fig. 6.4. The general sweep curve needs a 5;r/2 turn to cover all nodes 

6.3 Correctness of the Angular Relaying Algorithm 

Theorem 9: The angular relaying algorithm selects the first edge of the Gabriel 

subgraph in counter-clockwise order. 

Proof: Let NGG (v, w) be the left part of the Gabriel circle of (v,w), which is ahead of 

the sweep line/curve (region C in Fig. 6.1). Analogously, let NGG(v, w) be the remaining 

part of the Gabriel circle. For the first selected candidate w the NGG (v, w) is empty due to 

the following reasons. First, all nodes are allowed to respond, including the invalid ones. 

This ensures that there are no hidden nodes invalidating w. Thus, w has the smallest angle 

Zuvw among the Gabriel neighbors (otherwise another valid neighbor would have 

responded before). There is only one region that we did not consider yet, namely the part 

of NGG(v,w) beyond uv (region A in Fig. 6.1). But this region is empty, because it is 

always covered by NGG (u, v); otherwise, (u, v) would not be an edge of the Gabriel graph. 

For similar reasons, NGG(v,w) is empty for nodes that protest in the second phase. 

Protesting nodes are automatically selected as tentative next hop. Thus for the currently 

selected node w holds the invariant of the algorithm: If NGG (v, w) is empty, then w is the 

Gabriel neighbor of v with the smallest angle Zuvw. This follows from the sweep curve 

property (no node with smaller angle responds later) and the considerations above. The 

algorithm terminates if the forwarder's timer expires. Then NGG(v, w) is empty because 

there are no further protests. If a part of the Gabriel circle intersects with the radial line 
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from v through u, then this part lies within the Gabriel circle over (u,v) and therefore, this 

region is also empty. • 

6.4 Sweep Curve Functions 

In general, a sweep curve function / , which describes a point on the sweep curve by 

angle 0 and distance f{0), has to be monotonic and fulfill the following conditions: 

(1) / (0) = 1; 

(2) /(tf/2) = l ; 

(3) 0 < / (# ) < cos(0) for 0G [0,^/2]. 

The delay function is derived from the inverse of / and has the following general 

form: 

Ad'0)- 5^2 ' « (5) 

In order to calculate the expected protest area, we consider a fixed angle 0 and 

calculate the area AP(d) enclosed by the sweep curve and the Gabriel semi-circle (shaded 

lune in Fig. 6.2b). 

AM=\^T] -1 rrdrdv = jfW ~\ lMd(p (6) 

The probability of a node in distance r is 2nrJ7t = 2r in the unit circle. Thus, the 

expected protest area is given by 

E[AP]= [AP(r\r))2rdr (7) 

A logarithmic spiral is not a valid sweep curve, because it violates the sweep curve 

property (see Fig. 6.2a). Valid sweep curves are the semi- circle ( / (0 ) = cos(0)) or some 

Archimedean spirals. An Archimedean spiral has the general form a + bdc. We use the 

form f{9) = 1 — {%0)C, which fulfills conditions 1 and 2. The exponent c determines the 

shape of the curve. From 

1 - fe 0)c < cos(0) follows that c < l o g ^ ~cos^ ( 8 ) 
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i.e. c < 1.56 for 0e [0,^/2]. Using equation 7, the expected protest area is minimized, if 

c~ 1.259 (numeric evaluation). 

With this function, we can reduce the expected protest area by more than a factor of 2 

compared to the sweep line. Table 6.1 summarizes the results for different functions. 

Sweep curve function 

sweep line 

semi-circle 

Archimedean spiral 

logarithmic spiral* 

/ ( * ) 

— 

cos(0) 

l - ( ^ ) 2 

exp( - | 0 ) 

rl(r) 
x/2 
arccos(#) 

f ( l - j ) 1 / c 

f l n ( j ) 

Expected protest area 

0.1963 

0.0982 

0.0897 

(0.0531) 

*) not a valid sweep curve 

Table 6.1. Sweep curve variants 

6.5 Angular Relaying: Algorithm Pseudo Code 

Suppose G=(V,E) is the unit disk graph, C(u) is the list of all invalid CTSs received 

by node u and P(u) is the list of Protests received by node u. The task of face routing with 

Angular Relaying is to deliver the packet from the node where greedy routing failed to 

either the recovery or destination node. 

Algorithm 4. Face routing with Angular Relaying, forwarder node 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Let u be the current forwarder or the packet 
Let m be the local minimum distance to destination 
repeat 

u sends RTS (including previous hop and its own position) 
u sets timer Tj to tma%

 and clears C(u) 
for each CTS received by u from node v 

if CTS is "valid"* 
u sends SELECT message including v's position and its own position 
u creates empty list P(u) and adds node v to P(u) 
u stops timer Tj and breaks for loop 

else 
u adds v to C(u) 

end if 
end for 
after expiry of timer 7/ u sets timer T2 to tpr according to equation 3 
for each Protest from node x received by u 

u adds x to P(u) 
end for 
when T2 expires u sends the packet to the last node in P(u), i.e. u=P(u)iast, 

until packet delivered to destination or u is closer to destination than m 
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*) CTS from node v is considered valid is if v g NGG (u, x) for any x e C(u), where 

NGG(u,x) is a proximity region of Gabriel graph over (u, v) . 

Now suppose N(u) is the neighborhood of node u and P(v) is the list of protests 

overheard by node v. 

Algorithm 5. Face routing with Angular Relaying, neighbor node 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10: 
11 
12 
13: 

14 
15 

for each node v in iV(w) 
v sets timer Ti tot( & ) according to equation 2 (or equation 5 for sweep curve) 
(let s be the next hop candidate SELECTed by the forwarder u) 
after expiry of timer 7/ and if s is not yet available v sends CTS to u 
v sets timer T2 to t( 0'') according to equation 4 
for each Protest from node x received by v 

v adds x to P(v) 
end for 
after expiry of timer T2 
if P(v) is empty then 

v sends Protest to u with its own position 
else 

v sends Protest to u only if v e A ĜG (u, P(u)last) 

end if 
end for 

6.6 Angular Relaying With Sweep Curve: Example 

Consider the following example. 
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Fig. 6.5. Example or Angular relaying with sweep curve 

The task is to deliver the packet from node S to destination D using Greedy-Face-

Greedy routing. In the recovery mode the Angular Relaying algorithm with sweep curve 

f{6) = cos(#) (semi-circle) should be used. 

The path produced by the algorithm is S-81-73-94-24-29-36-68-66-55-58-D as shown 

in the figure above. The greedy routing fails right away in node S and face routing is 

initiated. There are two recovery nodes along the way, 73 (recovery complete, but there is 

no greedy choice available) and 68 (recovery complete). 

Let's consider what happens in node 24 in greater detail. Node 24 receives the packet 

from node 94. It then starts the selection phase of Angular Relaying by broadcasting the 

RTS message. Each neighbor of node 24 starts the CTS timer Tj according to equation 5, 

where f~l(d) = arccos(d). Here is the list of neighbors sorted by timeout: 

Node Id 73 36 68 29 25 17 32 12 41 94 

Angle 8.5 109.6 100.0 162.7 174.2 180.9 235.4 244.1 294.2 360.0 

Timeout 0.12 0.34 0.39 0.41 0.45 0.51 0.59 0.64 0.74 0.86 
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Neighbour 73 replies with CTS first. This CTS is "invalid" because of node 94 and is 

discarded. Neighbour 36 sends the next CTS, and it is valid. Forwarder 24 ends the phase 

1 by broadcasting a SELECT message with position of node 36. 

Now the protest phase begins. Forwarder 24 sets its second timer Ti to tm&x. All 

remaining neighbours cancel their CTSs and start the protest timer T2 according to 

equations 4 and 5. The sorting of neighbours by timeout remains the same as above. 

Node 68 is the first one to protest, but it lies outside the allowed protest area; thus it 

remains silent. Node 29, however, lies inside the protest area; it sends protest with its 

own position to forwarder 24. Node 24 eliminates node 36 and records node 29 as the 

new possible candidate for packet transfer. The rest of the nodes lie outside the protest 

area and remain silent. As the timer expires and since there are no more protests, the 

packet is sent to node 29. 
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Chapter 7 Simulations 

We performed simulations of BFP and Angular Relaying on 500 random graphs with 

100 nodes for network densities (i.e. average number of neighbors) ranging from 4 to 12. 

Messages are sent from the leftmost to the rightmost node using GFG routing. The 

greedy part is performed by a beaconless greedy scheme using RTS/CTS, the face routing 

part is performed by BFP on different subgraphs or by Angular Relaying using sweep 

line and sweep curve. We use an ideal MAC layer model assuming uniform transmission 

radii and no collisions. We measure the number of messages used for each route. In order 

to obtain a fair and consistent measure for different routing paths and subgraphs, the 

values are normalized, i.e. divided by the length (number of hops) of the shortest path. 

All the results are shown using the error bars diagrams using the 95% confidence 

interval. 

7.1 Connected Unit Graph Generation 

The graphs are generated using Maximum Degree Proximity Algorithm (MAX-DPA) 

[28]. This section describes this algorithm. 

The task is to generate random unit graph with N nodes so that the average density, 

i.e. number of neighbors per node, is d. Unit graph is defined by G=(V,E), where V is the 

set of nodes, E = {(u,v):\uv\ < r;u,ve V} is the set of edges, and value r is the 

transmission radius. 

According to MAX-DPA the first node randomly obtains its x coordinate and y 

coordinate in an interval [0,a). At round k, 2 <k <N, first a random position is generated 

in the [0,a)x[0,a) square. To be accepted, the position has to pass the proximity test and 

the maximum degree test. To pass the proximity test the new position 1) should be closer 

than r to at least one existing nodes and 2) should be no closer than do to any of the 

existing nodes, where 
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_ I da2 

is an approximate radius which estimates the final transmission radius in the random unit 

graph, and do is the minimum distance allowed between any two nodes. To pass the 

maximum degree test the approximate degrees, i.e. currently considered degrees, of node 

k and all other previously accepted nodes are calculated assuming that node k was placed 

to this new position. If none of these degrees is greater than or equal to the maximum 

degree allowed dmax, the position is accepted. Otherwise it is rejected and a new position 

is generated. 

After N nodes were generated, all N(N-l)/2 potential edges in the network among the 

N nodes are sorted by their length in the ascending order. The transmission radius r that 

corresponds to a chosen value of d is equal to the length of Nd/2-th edge in the sorted list 

of edges. Any edge with length less than or equal to chosen r remains in the graph. All 

other edges are eliminated from the graph. The resulting graph is then checked for 

connectivity using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. 

Studies in [28] show that MAX-DPA is approximately 25% faster than the standard 

connected random unit disk graph generation algorithm for the medium density graphs 

(d=8) and approximately 4.6 times faster for the small density graphs (d=5). 

7.2 Beaconless Forwarder Planarization 

We simulated BFP algorithm in 500 random unit disk graphs of various densities. The 

execution of the algorithm was triggered in every node of each graph. Our simulation 

show the superior performance in case of the GG and CNG graphs as compared to the 

RNG. The graphs below summarize the results. 
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In terms of the number of the average number of CTSs (Fig. 7.1), average number of 

hidden nodes (Fig. 7.2), number of violating edges (Fig. 7.3) and, as a result, the number 

of protests (Fig. 7.4) the BFP performance on CNG is closer to the Gabriel graph than the 

RNG. The CNG offers a significant reduction in the message complexity as compared to 

GG, while having the density that is close to GG (see Fig. 7.5). 
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Fig. 7.1. BFP: Average number of CTS messages in BFP 
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Number of hidden nodes (Phase 1) 
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Fig. 7.2. BFP: Average number of hidden nodes in BFP Selection phase 
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Fig. 7.5. BFP: Average overall message complexity of BFP 

7.3 Georouting with Beaconless Forwarder Planarization 

The results for the number of protests (Fig. 7.7) and for the overall message 

complexity (Fig. 7.8) show a gap between Gabriel graph and RNG. The inferior 

performance of RNG is due to the long detours caused by this planarization method. The 

CNG reaches the good performance of the Gabriel graph, while guaranteeing a worst-

case bound for the number of protests, which is not possible when using the Gabriel 

graph planarization. 

All the results are shown using the error bars diagrams using the 95% confidence 

interval that summarize simulations on 500 different random UDGs with 100 nodes each 

for every density value shown. 
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The results show that the performance of BFP routing on CNG is better than the 

performance on GG in the number of protests (Fig. 7.7). This causes the better overall 

message complexity of BFP routing on CNG as compared to GG (see Fig. 7.8). 

Moreover, our simulations show that the maximum message complexity values for the 

CNG are very close to the values for GG and are always less than RNG values (Fig. 7.9). 

It is clear that the BFP routing always produces longer paths for RNG (Fig. 7.11) and 

initiates the recovery more often on RNG which leads to longer face mode paths (Fig. 

7.12). As a result we can state that the CNG graph offers an advantage in message 

complexity as compared to Gabriel graph, while producing shorter paths than the RNG. 
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7.4 Angular Relaying 

When using sweep curve instead of sweep line, we observe a reduction of the number 

of protests by more than a factor of 2 on average. This corresponds to our theoretical 

results showing a reduction of the expected protest area by the same factor. The reduction 

of protests leads to an overall message reduction of 11% on average. Note, that greedy 

routing is used for large parts of the routing path. We can also observe that BFP uses less 

protest messages than Angular Relaying. But that does not imply that BFP is more 

efficient, because some nodes that send a protest in Angular Relaying would send CTS 

when using BFP. This is reflected in the overall message complexity, where Angular 

Relaying seems more efficient. However, BFP constructs a complete local subgraph, 

whereas Angular Relaying determines only the next hop. 

All the results are shown using the error bars diagrams using the 95% confidence 

interval that summarize simulations on 500 different random UDGs with 100 nodes each 

for every density value shown. 
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Our simulations show that the Angular relaying with sweep curve is advantageous in 

terms of number of protests as shown in Fig. 7.14. This leads to a better overall message 

complexity of the sweep curve variant (Fig. 7.15). Moreover, the maximum message 

complexity of this variant is always better that the sweep line (Fig. 7.16), although they 

produce the paths of the same length on average (Fig. 7.17) and require the same average 

recovery paths in order to guarantee delivery (Fig. 7.18) 
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Fig. 7.14. Angular relaying: Average number of Protest messages per route 
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7.5 Performance Comparison 

Our simulations show that both BFP technique and Angular Relaying algorithm 

safely outperform BLR algorithm in terms of message complexity as shown on Fig. 7.19. 
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Fig. 7.19. Average normalized message complexity per node of Angular Relaying, BFP, and BLR 
algorithm 

In terms of the average number of protests the performance of the Angular Relaying 

with sweep line is visibly worse than the performance of the sweep curve variant (Fig. 

7.20). This is due to the fact that the sweep curve timer favors the nodes closer to the 

current forwarder and these nodes are more likely to be the Gabriel graph neighbors of 

the forwarder which leads to fewer protests against those nodes. The BFP produces even 

smaller number of protests than both of the Angular Relaying variants; however the 

overall message complexity of BFP is worse due to greater number of CTS messages 

(Fig. 7.19). 
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7.6 Conventional GFG: Examples 

The following is the example of two different paths generated by the GFG algorithm 

when RNG (red path) vs. CNG or GG (green path) is used in the recovery mode. 
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Fig. 7.21. Solid red (upper) path produced by GFG on RNG, 
solid green path produced by GFG on both CNG and GG 

The following is the example of two different paths generated by the GFG algorithm 

when RNG or CNG (red path) vs. GG (blue path) is used in the recovery mode. 

Fig. 7.22. Solid red (upper) path produced by GFG on both RNG and CNG, 
solid blue path produced by GFG on GG 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this thesis the beaconless recovery problem has been addressed. As greedy routing 

fails in case of a local minimum, a recovery strategy is needed to provide guaranteed 

delivery. The preferred recovery method for conventional geographic routing algorithms 

is the face traversal on a planar subgraph, which is constructed from the neighborhood 

information. But for beaconless protocols, the full knowledge of the neighborhood is not 

available a priori. Instead, part of this knowledge has to be gained by exchanging 

messages, if it is not implicitly given by the location of the nodes. 

We have identified two questions related to the beaconless recovery problem, the 

answer to which is the key to guaranteed delivery: 

1) How to construct a local planar subgraph on the fly? 

2) How to determine the next edge of a planar subgraph traversal? 

We have presented two solutions for the beaconless recovery problem: Beaconless 

Forwarder Planarization algorithm which answers the first question, and Angular 

Relaying algorithm answering the second question. 

We have also introduced a theoretical framework to analyze the message complexity 

of beaconless face routing algorithms. We could improve the message complexity by 

introducing a new planar subgraph construction (Circlunar Neighborhood graph) and new 

delay functions. 

Our simulations of BFP on GG, CNG and RNG planar graphs have shown a gap 

between Gabriel graph and RNG for the number of protests and the overall message 

complexity. The inferior performance of RNG is due to the long detours caused by this 

planarization method. In BFP simulations the CNG reaches the good performance of the 

Gabriel graph, while guaranteeing a worst-case bound for the number of protests, which 

is not possible when using the Gabriel graph planarization. 

In our simulations of the Angular Relaying algorithm, we have observed a reduction 

of the number of protests by more than a factor of 2 on average when using sweep curve 

instead of sweep line. This corresponds to our theoretical results showing a reduction of 
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the expected protest area by the same factor. The reduction of protests leads to an overall 

message reduction of 11 % on average. 

Further improvements could be achieved by remembering past transmissions in an 

RTS cache. Future research directions include extensions to handle discrete timeouts and 

collisions when using a realistic MAC layer. 
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